


Let us start this month by 
considering that perky little 
Redfordism, the ‘bitumen 

bubble.’ Specifically, the bitumen-
bubble refers to the price differential 
between West Texas Intermediate and 
Western Canadian Select (think oil-sands 
oil). This price differential fluctuates and 
has existed for a number of years. Refer 
to the Calgary Herald article, “Experts 
have warned of ‘bitumen bubble’ for 
years” by Karen Kleiss, February 27, 
2013 for further details. This is important 
to our discussion this month because we 
knew about the bitumen price differential 
for years, yet did nothing about it. Now 
we have a government that is swooning 
over this “unexpected” calamity that has 
resulted in our current budgetary crisis. Perhaps by anticipating this 
problem we could have prioritized a pipeline to tidal water years ago 
such that we wouldn’t be feeling the fiscal pain that we are currently 
enduring. Alas, hindsight is 20/20.

I would like to underscore that there is a difference between not 
knowing about a threat and failing to act to ward off that threat. In 
the interests of preventing future bemoaning and feigned swooning 
over a crisis no one apparently saw coming, I would like to give an 
official heads-up in Vital Signs (having recently underscored this issue 
at the AMA representative forum) regarding another looming crisis 
in health care. A crisis that we must stop to consider, to contemplate 
and perhaps to take some form of anticipatory action. This crisis takes 
the form of Obamacare.

Don’t get me wrong. I think that it is a fantastic, long overdue 
development that 34 million more Americans will qualify for health 
care in the USA courtesy of Obamacare. However, we must stop to 
consider that this mass of people, equivalent to the entire population 
of Canada, harbours serious consequences not only for the US health 
care system but also for our beloved Canadian health care system.

Put simply, how do they service 34 million more people? Where 
will the required human resources be derived to provide that service? 
Prior to Obamacare, the Association of American Medical Colleges 
had projected a shortage of 60,000 physicians by 2015 and 90,000 by 
2020. The advent of Obamacare covers 34 million more Americans 
so one can only imagine the dire, critical shortage of physicians that 
the USA will soon face. In Canada we have approximately 70,000 
physicians serving 34 million people. Though the implementation 
of Obamacare may not necessarily result in the equivalent need for 
an extra 70,000 physicians it will likely result in a pressing need for 
some tens of thousands of physicians. 

Addressing the needs of Obamacare will also result in the 
advancement of non-physician primary care providers. Nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants will be massively recruited to 
help fill the gaps, stem costs and accommodate a doctor-to-patient ratio 
compatible with a more limited physician supply. Where will these 
professionals come from? Who will train them and at what cost? 
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advancement of non-physician primary care providers. Nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants will be massively recruited to 
help fill the gaps, stem costs and accommodate a doctor-to-patient ratio 
compatible with a more limited physician supply. Where will these 
professionals come from? Who will train them and at what cost? 

Let me suggest that Obamacare will significantly increase the 
competition for skilled health care professionals. If the US does 
not start to aggressively try to poach our physicians, nurses, nurse 
practitioners and physician assistants then they will most certainly 
try to aggressively recruit the limited supply of suitable foreign 
trained medical professionals that Canada has also become so heavily 
dependent upon in order to fill our service gaps.

Though this should be seen as a national problem, our provincial 
elected representatives need to wake up to the reality of Obamacare. 
Head hunting agencies from the USA are going to be turning their 
sights due north very soon. We must prepare for this onslaught. If 
premier Redford remains gung-ho for family care clinics (FCCs) 
then she and the health minister must stop to consider the difficulties 
that they are apt to encounter trying to recruit the hundreds of nurse 
practitioners that FCC’s will require in such a massively competitive 
hiring environment. Thus, it would probably be wise and prudent for 
the government to try to resist further alienating the physicians and 
nurses that practice in this province given the charming and dulcet 
tones of recruiters that will be trying to lure all of us south of the border. 
I mention this, but by no means am I suggesting that this means that 
health care professionals in this province should receive enhanced 
remuneration. I do suggest that this government needs to repair its 
relationship with the physicians and nurses of this province and work 
diligently to enhance the loyalty of all health care professionals. This 
should be seen as a minimal gesture to stem any hemorrhaging of 
health care professionals south to the border. 

Another item that makes little to no sense relates to the reduction 
in enrollment numbers at our medical schools. Alas, we recently 
learned that due to budget cuts the number of medical school positions 
available at the University of Calgary will drop by 15. This decision 
seems painfully shortsighted given the looming threat of Obamacare. 
In the next couple of years we will need every physician that we 
can train or otherwise get our hands on since the voracious appetite 
looming south of the border will surely be working hard to thin our 
ranks.

Given that we are aware of this problem and that Obamacare 
will be fully implemented within the next couple of years, now is 
the time to take action. Though our elected representatives should be 
admonished for their reactionary approach to the “bitumen bubble” 
they have the opportunity to adopt a proactive approach in relation to 
Obamacare and its attendant consequences. By prioritizing and getting 
on top of this issue, Alberta will be positioned to retain our health 
care workforce, potentially out-maneuvering the other provinces and 
placing a firewall against human resources poachers from south of 
the border. By so doing, our government can come out smelling like 
a rose instead of a barrel of bitumen. Have you ever smelled a barrel 
of bitumen? Not pretty, I’m sure.

In closing, I must say that if a few years down the road someone 
decries that we have a “physician bubble” or “healthcare worker 
bubble” (i.e. shortage) and gosh no one saw it coming then those 
leaders will have had their heads buried in the sand. The real bubble 
would be the one that those politicians had been living in.
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Today is St. Patrick’s day but I am feeling green for an entirely 
different reason. Flabbergasted and speechless, where do I 
begin? By the time you are reading this, the drama that I am 

currently wrestling with will largely have played out.

I sit here today, March 17th after we, the physicians of this 
province, were handed an ultimatum by Health Minister Fred Horne 
just a few short days ago. The ultimatum was to find $275 million in 
cuts from the $3.4 billion physician services budget by March 22 or 
he would find the cuts for us. Simple math tells us that this equates 
to a 7.4 per cent budget cut but by no means does this equate to the 
‘pay cut’ that physicians will personally face. Simple math tells us 
that the nearly 8000 physicians in this province could each see a 
$35,000 cut to take home pay. Thus, a 7.4 per cent cut to the budget 
is a significantly greater cut to physicians take home pay since, after 
all, we must continue to pay our ever increasing overhead costs.

We receive a doomsday ultimatum like this and other professions 
get the loving intervention of Premier Redford to secure a contract. 
Last month I wrote about the issue of the premier’s revenge. There is 
little point repeating that dialogue this month.

What to do? How do we respond to this latest egregious insult? 
At the recent AMA representative forum we learned that the numbers 
of physicians that are now willing to take strike action and thereby 
compromise patient care has increased to approximately 38 per cent. 
If we roll back the clock, just a few years ago we would have been 
lucky to find two per cent of physicians willing to turn their backs on 
patients in order to fight this government. I suppose, however, that 
the government would like to see us scuttle notions of ‘patients first’ 
in order to cream us in the court of public opinion whilst annihilating 
us financially.

The reader may recall exactly where I stand on the issue of strike 
action and harming patients. I will have none of it. As a counter point, 
I have suggested that we consider virtual strikes (see the November 
and December 2012 issues of Vital Signs). To be effective, especially 
given the current acrimonious and deteriorated state of negotiations, 
meaningful impact from a virtual strike day would be derived only 
if we donated the funds to the opposition parties in the legislature. 
Admittedly, this is a scorched-earth political action. It is essentially 
declaring political war on our ruling elected government. However, 
let us pause to reflect and consider for a moment: couldn’t the 
government’s ultimatum to find $275 million in cuts with little more 
than a weeks notice be interpreted as a declaration of war? Could the 
health minister’s imposition this past November have been seen as a 
declaration of war?

Our new BC holiday property is available for short term holiday rental throughout the year. Look no further if you want stunning 
views, water activities (two kayaks are available for use with the property), and quality accomodation. Sleeps six.

Information available on our website: www.sunshinecoasthouse.ca or contact Jerry and Cindy Luntley at: luntley@mac.com

Beautiful Sunshine Coast waterfront home rental
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action and harming patients. I will have none of it. As a counter point, 
I have suggested that we consider virtual strikes (see the November 
and December 2012 issues of Vital Signs). To be effective, especially 
given the current acrimonious and deteriorated state of negotiations, 
meaningful impact from a virtual strike day would be derived only 
if we donated the funds to the opposition parties in the legislature. 
Admittedly, this is a scorched-earth political action. It is essentially 
declaring political war on our ruling elected government. However, 
let us pause to reflect and consider for a moment: couldn’t the 
government’s ultimatum to find $275 million in cuts with little more 
than a weeks notice be interpreted as a declaration of war? Could the 
health minister’s imposition this past November have been seen as a 
declaration of war?

I am increasingly fearful that we, as a profession, have been 
asleep while the health minister has not so quietly been waging war 
all around us. Remember the irksome misleading advertising blitz that 
the health minister drummed up immediately after the imposition? Do 
we continue to take punches to the face adopting a passive Gandhi 
approach or do we, and when do we, stand up and defend ourselves? 
Balance all of this and consider that the minister may be bluffing. 

Admittedly, if we do not want our patients to be caught in the 
crossfire of negotiations then our options to defend ourselves are 
limited. At this moment our options seem to be to take strike action 
and harm our patients or pursue the painstakingly slow process of legal 
action. As I sit here today, we have five days to respond to the health 
minister’s ultimatum. There is no time for meaningful legal action.

If we choose action, we could strike and directly cause harm to 
befall our patients while incurring the wrath of the college. Or, we 
could summon the courage to pursue a virtual strike and target our 
defense directly towards the governing party that has been so terribly 
unreasonable, dirty handed and nasty. Our beef is with the Redford 
government, not with our patients. I know that many are fearful to 
war with Redford. There is fear of blowback and what nasty future 
payback the government would concoct should we pursue a scorched 
earth virtual strike and donate enmasse to the opposition parties. The 
reality is that we are living that future now — how much worse could 
it get than facing a $275 million cut?

We need to underscore to our patients that we do not wish for 
them to suffer as a result of the government’s intractable bad faith in 
negotiations. Therefore, we are taking the high road and choosing the 
path of virtual strikes. We will donate to the opposition parties and 
we will keep donating until this government changes their tone and 
demeanor in negotiations. Moreover, we invite all Albertans to join 
us in our cause. We will not take strike action that harms patients. We 
will take this battle to the conservative caucus.

The coming days will be a flurry of activity. Who knows where we 
will be standing by the time this article is published. History will judge 
us by our actions today. Underscoring everything, we must remain 
united, specialists and generalists, fee for service and ARP. United we 
will thrive, divided and we will fail. Today, we must find courage and 
resolve to remain united. Be strong. Be fearless. Be bold.
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Imposition then, ultimatum now Editorial
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By R. Michael Giuffre, MD, MBA, FRCP, FRCPC, FACC, FAAC, AMA president

For this submission to Vital Signs, the challenge was that events 
around negotiations were moving so quickly that anything I 
could share would be out of date by the time Vital Signs was 

delivered. Instead, it seemed a good opportunity to talk about some 
other equally important, if less high profile, work that occupies the 
Alberta Medical Association (AMA) for members.

The AMA business plan is the mirror that we look into as an 
association to see how we are really walking our talk. In these times 
when negotiations grab all the limelight – and although I don’t believe 
for a moment that physicians would ever lose sight of what’s right for 
patients – I do think there’s a risk that the collective of us all that is 
the AMA can become seen as a group that’s only focused on money. 
The debate with the premier over physician payments was a good 
example. We must comment when certain things are said, but it does 
draw us in, even though we might rather be spending our energies on 
other things. 

Finding that balance is tricky but I think the board of directors 
has done a good job. They have done so by remembering that actions 
speak louder than words. It’s fine to say Patients First®, but what are 
we actually doing about it? 

Members haven’t heard much from the AMA recently that wasn’t 
related to negotiations, but of course there are many other things 
going on. Within the 2012-13 business plan are our two strategic 
frameworks for primary care and secondary/tertiary care. (https://
www.albertadoctors.org/about/governance/business-plan-and-budget. 
Member log in required) On the primary care side, we have supported 
the primary care alliance to do its excellent work, we have launched 
our primary care summits so that the voice of patients can finally 
be brought directly to our plans and where we need government to 
go. And, we are not just talking AT patients, we are trying to engage 
them. (See the March/April issue of Alberta Doctors Digest for more 
information.)

On the secondary/tertiary side, 
we have not moved as far this 
year, but we should remember 
that it has taken a number of 
years to advance the primary care 
strategy to its current level. In the 
secondary tertiary framework we 
are working with our members 
and leaders within strategic clinical 
networks. We are reaching out 
more actively to our academic and 
clinical alternate relationship plan 
membership. Many of these plans 
are tied closely with the fortunes 
of AHS and the universities, so 
patience will be required, but we 
will keep pushing forward.

All these actions have very little 
to do with price or money and have 
everything to do with delivering 
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value as a profession. And 
that’s why we are here. I am 
proud every day of being an 
Alberta physician and I think 
we should all be proud of what 
we do every day on the job and 
when we leave work for our personal time.

That value that physicians contribute on personal time was the 
genesis of a new initiative for the AMA. Those of you who heard past 
president Dr. Linda Slocombe’s valedictory address in September may 
remember that she expressed a wish to launch a legacy project – a new 
initiative that would allow physicians to give back to the communities 
with which we are so closely involved.

Since then, a proposal for such a program has been developed and 
approved by the board of directors. We plan to launch in April, and 
the representative forum received a sneak peek at the spring meeting 
March 15-16. This initiative will celebrate the extraordinary things 
that physicians do as volunteers – time they carve out of incredibly 
hectic professional lives to step out of the hospitals and offices and 
into the community at home, nationally or abroad. We will also provide 
ways for physicians to get involved in such rewarding work if they are 
looking for ideas. I hope you will find the new initiative as inspiring 
and motivating as board members have. Thanks to Dr. Slocombe for 
bringing this to pass! 

Possibly by next issue of Vital Signs, negotiations may take centre 
stage again. In future issues, though, we will keep you up to date on 
the many activities and initiatives that are underway as we pursue 
the mission: Standing as an advocate organization for our physician 
members, providing leadership and support for their role in the 
provision of quality care.

Dr. Michael Giuffre
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Does the health minister loath physicians?
It has often been said that “Those who don’t learn from history 
are damned to repeat it!” It reminds me of the Barenaked Ladies 
song titled: “It’s all been done…before.” My involvement with the 
Alberta Medical Association (AMA) goes back to a time of a similar 
confrontation with this same party, only it was with Ralph Klein. 
Everyone was fed up with Ralph and so I organized rotating job actions 
at the Calgary General Hospital (Ralph had his vengeance when he 
blew the building up). The timing was right, others joined in and Ralph 
backed down briefly and I ended up as a member of the committee 
that negotiated the now defunct trilateral agreement. The title of this 
article refers to a book by Kevin Taft that exposes the lies foisted on 
Albertans back in that time. I have borrowed heavily from it.

Don Getty had the misfortune to have started his term during a 
downturn of oil prices. During this period of time, health spending 
flattened out. Yet the oil industry got massive sums to support it. Many 
years later what do we see? Same story different era!

Later, when Ralph Klein became premier, he commissioned a 
study to support his belief that spending was out of control. Kevin 
Taft did the study and wrote the report. However, when Taft finished 
his study, the results did not support what Ralph Klein expected and 
as a result he ordered that all copies be destroyed. So many people 
in government spent taxpayer money for days shredding the report. 
Fortunately, the book and its contents live on to testify to the lack of 
truth amongst many of our current conservative leaders. 

To move on to our current situation, many of our current “leaders” 
(sic), are no more than shills for their governing party, unable or 
unwilling to challenge the status quo for fear of losing perks and 
income.

It seems that the current health minister is fixated by his apparent 
loathing against physicians. One almost might speculate that, years 
ago, someone didn’t give him a spot in medical school and now he is 
going to show us all. It really seems that petty. 

I appreciate that both the government and the Alberta Medical 
Association want a quick agreement so that they can get back to taking 
care of Albertans. However, to have an agreement, there needs to be 
trust! Horne is going to have to rebuild a lot of bridges that he has 
blown up before there can be the trust needed to realistically get to a 
settlement in this current situation. 

I speak from my experience on the afore-mentioned negotiating 
committee. I would guess that Rome CANNOT be built in a few weeks. 
My perspective was this: we spent a lot of time finding out where 
people were coming from and learning to trust each other. I fear that 
without that sort of ground work and good will, negotiations may fail, 
not for the lack of desire, but rather for the fact that trust that has been 
broken cannot be rebuilt overnight. I would love to be proven wrong 
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Letters

Dr. D. Glenn Comm, pictured with his wife Dalyce, is the 
Calgary Medical Society Physician of the Year.

on that but human nature being what it is, it would take a huge leap of 
faith to get anywhere near the timelines that have been suggested.

I am so glad not to be in the game anymore but my heart goes out to 
all of you stuck under the thumb of this ridiculous autocrat who seems 
to want nothing less than the gutting of the Alberta Medical Association 
itself. Keep the faith, stick together and hold your heads high. 

As a profession, despite the onslaught from the minister of health, 
we still are held in esteem by a large majority of those we serve.

I doubt that the day will ever come when, at the sight of someone 
in an emergency situation, the call will go out “Is Fred Horne in the 
building?” Keep the faith.

Glenn Comm

As usual, your questions, comments, praise and poisoned darts 
will all be graciously received at: glenncomm@shaw.ca

 

FMC Spring Event 2013 - A tour of Spain 

Thursday, April 18, 2012 is the date for the 
Foothills Spring Event hosted by the Foothills 
Medical Staff Association, at the Glencoe Club 
Ballroom, 636 – 29th Avenue SW. A new twist 

on the evening will include a tapas style dinner 
along with wine pairing exploring the classic 
wine regions of Spain. Our guest speaker and 
accredited sommelier is to be Eric Southward, 

general manager of Highlander Wine and 
Spirits. 

Whether you’re a connoisseur or want an 
enjoyable and interesting evening out, 

everyone is welcome to attend. There will also 
be presentations of the FMC 2012 Outstanding 

Clinician Award, as well as resident 
scholarships in recognition for exceptional 

leadership.

Contact Susan at 403-944-1409. Watch for 
further information. 

Email: susan.sauve@albertahealthservices.ca

Mark the date! Organize a table! Invite your 
colleagues and residents! 
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After three successful Ironman Calgary 70.3 triathlon races acting 
as the medical coordinator, I reviewed all of our patients seen by 
any of our medical staff with Dr. Kevin Hanrahan, our race medical 
director, to look for trends of illnesses or injuries.  We were hoping we 
could find any areas for improvement in how we operated the course 
or information we could provide our athletes to decrease incidents 
of any trends we could find.  Other than regular exercise associated 
collapses and soft tissue injuries, we did have one or two cases each 
year stand out as significant respiratory presentations usually during 
or after the swim portion of the race.  There have been rumors and 
a few articles regarding swimming induced pulmonary edema in the 
triathlon community and we felt that looking at our cases with this 
in mind would be prudent.  After reviewing the available research 
we could find at the time, it was determined that these respiratory 
presentations could be diagnosed as SIPE cases.  The following article 
is a summary of the reviewed articles and is intended to provide an 
introduction into this relatively unknown diagnosis of shortness of 
breath, coughing and pulmonary edema in triathlon patients.

During a major triathlon event a 55-year old male was removed 
from the water by rescue during a 1.8km (1.1 mile) open 
cold-water (16C/60F) swim. The patient was complaining 

of shortness of breath and coughing, which began during the race. On 
exam, he had shortness of breath and presented with a continuous, wet, 
non-productive cough and on auscultation of his lungs he had crackles 
in the bases. Oxygen saturation was 87-90 per cent on room air. He 
was afebrile and denied signs or symptoms of previous infection. 
Prior to the race, the patient felt fine and he denied any pertinent 
prior medical history. Patient was specifically asked and denied any 
aspiration of water. He had completed the same distance in the past, 
but this was the coldest condition he had swum in. As his symptoms 
worsened he completed the second portion of the swim in a head-
out-of-water position. One kilometer into the swim his symptoms 
were severe enough for him to be unable to continue the race. He was 
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Swimming induced pulmonary edema (SIPE)
By Kevin Palmer EMT-P

removed from the water by the rescue boat and taken to the medical 
tent for treatment.

Treatment with oxygen increased his oxygen saturation to 93 per 
cent. With CPAP, his saturation increased to 99-100 per cent. CPAP 
also noticeably decreased the amount of coughing, although crackles 
on auscultation were still present. He was transported by EMS to a 
local hospital.

Kevin Palmer
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Swimming induced pulmonary edema (SIPE) is a condition 
effecting open cold-water swimmers and divers.12346 Patients present 
most commonly with cough, shortness of breath, decreased oxygen 
saturation (84.4 per cent +/- 6.6 per cent) with many also experiencing 
hemoptysis (blood tinged or pink frothy sputum) and decreased 
pulmonary function.23456

Chest x-rays reveal typical pulmonary edema presentation in the 
acute stages of this condition.12 Swimmers with hypertension seem 
to be at a higher risk for developing symptoms, as do females, and 
athletes taking fish oil supplements.145 No other histories of cardiac 
or respiratory disease, or complications were evident in the studies 
reviewed or in most reported cases.246

Literature suggests that an increase in pulmonary artery pressures 
is at the root of this condition.346 A combination of factors creates a 
synergistic effect on the blood gas barrier, which causes it to fail. Blood 
pooling in the thorax from immersion can be as much as 700ml (20oz) 
effectively increasing preload and decreasing functional residual 
capacity is one possible factor. Cold water also seems to be a major 
risk factor. A hypothesis exists that the body’s hypothermic response 
in cold water (17-18C/62-65F) causes further central blood pooling 
by restricting blood flow to the extremities.1234 Swimming position 
appears to be another risk factor. The more vertical the swimmer, the 
more partial pressures within the lung favor fluid shifting from the 
pulmonary capillaries into the alveolar space. These all negatively 
affect the partial pressures in the capillaries of the lungs.234 As a result, 
these damaged membranes leak fluid into the alveolar spaces causing 
pulmonary edema.123

For most triathletes, swimming is their worst sport. Many triathletes 
swim in a head out position that could possibly be linked to the increase 
in reported cases in civilian populations. It is also interesting to note 
that as these swimmers develop worsening symptoms their quality 
of swimming decreases, treading water more. Slower swim speeds 
due to this inefficiency increases their time immersed and their 
hypothermic response, which then causes an even further worsening of 
their condition. Symptoms develop over the course of the swim/dive. 
These are not consistent with signs and symptoms found in aspiration 
like immediate and violent coughing. 3 One study specifically asked 
if swimmers aspirated and ruled it out as a cause of the symptoms.3 
Most studies and reports have involved young very healthy individuals 
with no history of respiratory or cardiac disease.134

Follow up EKGʼs and other testing is also unremarkable1. Recently 
there has been an increase in the popularity of triathlons with cold 
(23C/73F) water swims. Many participants are non-competitive 
swimmers needing to swim head up or have poor technique. 
Collectively this means we will see more of these patients presenting 
to medical tents and local hospitals with SIPE-like symptoms.

Many authors believe this condition is under reported.2346 As 
more documentation and information becomes known more reported 

In December 2007, with physician shortages making national news, 
Vital Signs and the local media discovered that seven University of 
Calgary graduate students had been accepted to the University of 
Queensland in Brisbane. One of those was Kathryn Watson, 27 at the 
time who had applied numerous times to the University of Calgary 
and University of British Columbia medical schools. Despite having 
an undergrad GPA of 4.0 in her last year, Watson was turned down 
by Canadian schools. With no guarantee of a residency in Canada, 
she took the risk and applied to the Australian university and was 
accepted into their medical program which started on January 21, 
2008. Now 32, Watson has returned and, despite numerous hurdles 
as an international medical graduate (IMG) she has been accepted 
into anesthesiology. 

Vital Signs: Explain again why you went to medical school in 
Australia?

Watson: Essentially I had applied across the country hoping to get 
into western Canada but didn’t get in over two years. We had a friend 
who had applied and been accepted to the university of Queensland 
in Brisbane and was loving it so, a couple of friends and I decided 
that was the next best option. It was cheaper than medical school in 
the U.S. at that time but now it’s equal or more expensive. 

SIPE - Continued

incidents and patients will present themselves to EMS and stand-by 
medical tents.

Treatment options have not been studied but Lasix, nitrates and 
CPAP in addition to supportive care (oxygen) would appear to be 
prudent and effective.13 These treatments would lower pulmonary 
artery pressure by decreasing pre-load and after-load or by increasing 
airway pressures to not favor fluid shifts.

Literature shows that symptoms of cough and shortness of breath 
clear up within hours, with chest x-rays normalizing within 12-18 
hours and pulmonary function returning to normal within a week.34 
No residual effects seem to ensue suggesting the blood gas barrier 
repairs quickly once the factors causing the increase in pressures is 
removed.123

For further reading and information please refer to:

1. Slade J. MD; Hattori T. MD; Ray C. MD; Bove A. MD, PhD; 
Cianci P. MD Pulmonary Edema Associated with Scuba Diving Case 
Reports and Review (CHEST 2001; 120:1686-1694)

2. Bonello Spiteri D. MD MRCP(UK); Debono R. MD MRCP(UK); 
Micallef-Stafrace, K. MD MSC Sports Med,FFSM; Xuere , R. MD, 
FRCP, FESC; Recurrent Swimming-Induced Pulmonary oedema 
(SIPE) in a triathlete Case Report. (ISMJ – International SportsMed 
Journal Vol. 12 No.3 2011 p141-144) (Slade, Hattori and Ray)

3. Adir, Y; Shupak, A; Gil, A; Peled, N; Keynan, Y; Momachevsky, 
L; Weiler-Ravell, D; July 23, 2012 Swimming-Induced Pulmonary 
Edema: Clinical Presentation and Serial Lung Function (CHEST 
2004; 126 394-399)

4. Shupak, A: Weiler-Ravell, D; Adir, Y; Daskalovic, Y.I.; Ramon, 
Y.; Kerem, D.; Pulmonary Oedema Induced by Strenuous Swimming 
a Field Study. (Respiration Physiology 121 (2000) 25-31)

5. Miller, C.C. PhD; Calder-Becker, K, Modave, F PhD; 
Swimming-Induced Pulmonary Edema in Triathletes. (The American 
Journal of Emergency Medicine (2010) 28, 941-946)

6. Knutson, T; Swimming-Induced Pulmonary Oedema - A Hazard 
in Intensive Military Training? (JR Army Med Corps 156(4) : 258-
259)

Kevin Palmer is a Banff based paramedic who regularly 
volunteers his medical skills at various sporting events 

including the Calgary Ironman triathlon 70.3.
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SIPE - Continued

By Dave Lowery
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Vital Signs: How many of you were accepted? 

Watson: From Calgary alone there was seven but in my medical class 
year there were 63 Canadians, a year later 85, the year after that 100, 
and the past year 150.

Vital Signs: How many seats do they have at their medical school?

Watson: In my class there were 420 seats and of those, 385 graduated. 
They have a slight attrition rate as some of the local students change 
their mind and some Canadians get slots back in Canada. The total 
class size at Brisbane is now 500 seats per year. 

Vital Signs: How many have been able to return or even wanted to 
return?  

Watson: I’d say approximately 50 per cent returned. We were all 
very strategic about it. There was much talk over our four years on 
how to get back, where we were going to go, what our back up plans 
would be, what exams we would have to write. There was a lot of 
collaboration among the Canadian students to help each other with 
deadlines, studying and backup planning. 

Vital Signs: What was good about Australian medical school? 

Watson: The Australian medical system is modeled on the old British 
system. So there was a high emphasis on basic sciences and the 
program was very clinical. I would have to say that, in comparison 
to American and Canadian medical students that I met while doing 
rotations in both countries, my clinical exam and history taking is 
probably more comprehensive. I don’t want to say it’s better but I 
was trained in a more clinical manner. That being said, the depth 
of knowledge, the nitpicky detail, is not a feature of the Australian 
medical system. 

Vital Signs: How hard was it to get a residency back in Canada and 
were your credentials recognized?

Watson: Credential-wise there was no problem. It’s exactly the same 
as any other commonwealth country. The difficulty was that we had 
to do two to three extra exams. Also, in order to get back to Canada, 
you had to have done a significant number of electives, meetings 
with program directors, contacts, and a lot of reading up on how to 
navigate the system which amounted to an extraordinary amount of 
extra work. We should have a degree in administration with all the 
extra work we had to do! 

Vital Signs: Was anything a big surprise to you on returning to Canada 
or did you find it difficult? 

Watson: I really have no regrets. The difficulty I am facing is I haven’t 
had enough exposure to do clerkship. The clerkship here, compared to 
clerkship in Australia, is extremely different and difficult. Here you’re 

given an extraordinary amount of responsibility, you’re expected to 
act very similar to a resident because you’re doing call, ordering 
patient care, writing notes and in Australia there is not a bit of that. 
It’s been quite a jump to become accustomed to the responsibility 
of managing patients. It’s not the knowledge I’m lacking, just the 
administrative skill. 

Vital Signs: What advice would you give for others who may consider 
medical school in Australia? 

Watson: I would say, nowadays, if you go to Australia there is no 
guarantee you will get a job in Australia anymore. There’s no guarantee 
you will get a job in Canada either. It’s extraordinarily expensive 
however the funding has been increased to meet that demand so it is 
still feasible. If you want to ultimately practice in North America, then 
you should consider an American school or the Caribbean because 
you are more likely to have a North American residency. 

Vital Signs: Anything else you would like to add? 

Watson: I would go back and do it again. Nothing worthwhile is ever 
easy but I would remind anyone who wants to study abroad to be sure 
you look at all your options. Weigh out the costs and options and the 
benefits and risks of going abroad or staying here. But ultimately, if 
you want to be a doctor, then go where you need to go and do what you 
have to do. As an international medical graduate (IMG) you probably 
end up on par with Canadian graduates if not above par because, like 
me, most end up writing exams in three different countries. Just the 
pressure to get back makes you study more. 

Vital Signs: Is it harder gaining access to the Canadian system as 
an IMG?

Watson: My biggest problem with the whole IMG situation is that 
this year Calgary will shut the door for electives and observerships 
for IMGs which has made it even more difficult for anyone going 
abroad. That’s upsetting because if you don’t get electives and rotations 
here, and reference letters, 
you can’t come back to 
Canada. It’s upsetting that 
the U of C has done that 
because I wouldn’t be here 
if they had done that a few 
years ago. It’s unfortunate 
that they have closed the 
door on IMGs. We’re a 
valuable resource. We’re 
spending our own money 
to go abroad, get educated 
and definitely want to get 
back here. We’re free!

Canadian medical student returns - Continued
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